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Abstract: The variability of winter (JFM) sea ice concentration (SIC) in the Barents Sea is investigated using SSMI-/SSMR data and a regional ¼° coupled sea ice-ocean model.
The SIC displays two distinct modes of variability: the Northern mode describes the variations of the northern ice edge, whereas, the Eastern mode is associated with SIC
variations west of Novaya Zemlya. Simultaneous and previous winter southward wind anomalies result in enhanced SIC in the northern Barents Sea. The Eastern mode is linked to
westward wind anomalies. The heat transport through BSO in the previous fall covaries with the Northern mode but does not show significant correlation with the Eastern mode.

Winter SIC in Barents-Kara Seas
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Comparison model-observations
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•Large interannual variability
•Link to heat transport through BSO (2 years before)
•Link norththward wind anomalies (in phase)
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Two modes of winter SIC variability
SSMI / SSMR SIC (1979-2011)
SIC std

Sea ice area (SIA)
• Same patterns
2009
• Weaker variability in the model
• Correlation obs-model indices > 0.9
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Link with the Atlantic Water (AW)
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1979-2011 climatology
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Winter SIC on the mode indices
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• Two branches of Atlantic Water
• Northern branch : less intense

Correlation HT BSO – SIC modes

Northern mode :
 maximum correlation with BSO heat transport
in fall
 no significant correlation with earlier seasons
Eastern mode:
 no correlation with the heat transport through
BSO

Northern Mode Index : Link with the 10-meter wind
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 Northern SIC mode associated with northerly wind anomalies

Increased winter SIA in northern Barents
Sea linked to :
• Weakened northern AW branch in fall
• Weakened gyre circulation in winter
• Lower AW temperature in previous spring
in BSO. Explains the lagged relationship
of winter SIC with wind-stress (see 3 ) ?

 Surface wind explains only 50% of the SIC variance : other forcings ?
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